Puzzle of the Week
Spring 2018
Winners!

1st Place
Arthur Drobot (Fr.) solved 6 puzzles
He won a $25 gift certificate to Powell’s Books,
and one prize from the box of games and puzzles

2nd Place
Chris Karagiannis (So.) solved 5 puzzles,
He each won a $20 gift certificate to Powell’s Books,
and one prize from the box of games and puzzles

3rd Place
Sam Raphael (So.), Mack Beveridge (Sr.)
and Falcon Garfein (Fr.)
Each solved 2 or 3 puzzles
They each won 2 prizes from the box of games and puzzles.

These students each solved 1 puzzle and may pick out 1 prize from the box of puzzles, games and books.

Sean Richardson (So.)
Ben Glick (So.)
Ian Douglass (Sr.)
Eirini Gounpoulou (So.)
Maia Richard-Dinger (Fr.)
Matthias Kollowatz ‘09

The big box of prizes is behind Anne’s desk under the window.